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	Remote Sensing provides information on how remote sensing relates to the natural resources inventory, management, and monitoring, as well as environmental concerns. It explains the role of this new technology in current global challenges. "Remote Sensing" will discuss remotely sensed data application payloads and platforms, along with the methodologies involving image processing techniques as applied to remotely sensed data. This title provides information on image classification techniques and image registration, data integration, and data fusion techniques. How this technology applies to natural resources and environmental concerns will also be discussed.
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Beginning PL/SQL: From Novice to ProfessionalApress, 2007
This is a book about writing stored procedures for an Oracle database. A stored procedure in this context is a generic term for a program written in the Procedure Language extension for SQL (PL/SQL) that is stored inside the database when it is compiled. This means that you can then execute the program from inside the database. Why would you want...
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Nostradamus 2013: Prediction, Modeling and Analysis of Complex Systems (Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing)Springer, 2013

	Prediction of behavior of the dynamical systems, analysis and modeling of its structure is vitally important problem in engineering, economy and science today.


	Examples of such systems can be seen in the world around us and of course in almost every scientific discipline including such “exotic” domains like the...
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Innovation in Cultural Systems: Contributions from Evolutionary Anthropology (Vienna Series in Theoretical Biology)MIT Press, 2009
In recent years an interest in applying the principles of evolution to the study of culture emerged in the social sciences. Archaeologists and anthropologists reconsidered the role of innovation in particular, and have moved toward characterizing innovation in cultural systems not only as a product but also as an evolutionary process. This...
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Forensic Medicine of the Lower Extremity (Forensic Science and Medicine)Humana Press, 2005

	Publius Syrus stated back in 42 B.C., “You cannot put the same shoe on every foot.” (Maxim 596) Though written long before the advent of forensic science, Syrus’ maxim summarizes the theme of Forensic Medicine of the Lower Extremity: Human Identification and Trauma Analysis of the Thigh, Leg, and Foot. Put simply, the lower...
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The Personal Finance Calculator : How to Calculate the Most Important Financial Decisions in Your LifeMcGraw-Hill, 2003
The no-nonsense guide to making the best financial decisions, from buying a car to saving for retirement

The first step in building financial security is to get a handle on your personal finances--from credit card balances and car payments to savings and investment plans. The Personal Finance Calculator is...
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Microsoft SharePoint for Business Executives: Q&A HandbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	There are many approaches to starting a SharePoint project.





	In my experience all the big ones start with a team of people presenting this bright

	perfect future with them leading us. They are going to solve all your existing issues

	and then hold your hand into the future. You listen closely to the advice of the...
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